




FIRST GRADE
(200 WORDS)

apple child fireman hot dog monkey

April circle fish hug moon

arm clap flag igloo mop

August cloudy flower jacket mouse

autumn cold foot jacks mouth

baby color fork January mug

ball cookies four jar neck

banana corn Friday jelly nest

bedroom count friend jet nine

belt crayon frog July nose

black cup fun jump old

blouse cut game June one

blue desk ghost kitchen oval

boat dog gift kite over

book doll girl knees pan

bow down green lamb pants

box dress hand leg paw

brother egg happy lemon pear

brown eight hard mailman pen

bug fall hat man pencil

cake fast head March person

cap fat hello mask pet

car father hen May picture

card fin hop milk pig

chair fire hot Monday pin



FIRST GRADE
(200 WORDS)

place salad sleep this visit

plant scarf slow those walk

play school socks three weather

pot scissors soft tiger week

pup seal star tongue wet

queen seven storm top wig

rabbit ship story train win

rainy shoes sun tree windy

rat short sweater trip wing

red shoulder swing truck woman

ring sing tall Tuesday wood

robot sister teacher umbrella year

ruler six tent under yellow

run skirt that up zebra

sad sled thin vest zoo





SECOND GRADE
(200 WORDS)

action brave cookies garage koala

add brush corn gift later

advice buckle cubs give laugh

after bunny cup grapes leaves

all cake daily great lemon

almost camera doll grown live

always cannot dream happy look

amount care dress hard love

back castle drive have make

bake catch drove heart many

banner caught dryer help marsupial

basket chased duck hot meet

bear chew egg hungry mice

behind child eight important midday

bell children elevator island minute

belt choke eleven jacket most

best cinema face jokes mouth

bike city find jump muscle

blouse climb fire keep new

boat cloudy five kept noisy

book clown flour key nut

boots coat foggy kind our

boring coffee fork king paint

bow cold fur kiss pants

box come fuzzy kite parrot



SECOND GRADE
(200 WORDS)

people reason shape supper top

picnic region share sweater town

pies rented shark sweet train

pillow rest shelf swing trip

pirate ring sing table uncle

place rough skirt take care vest

plane said slices teddy bear wait

played salad snail tell walk

please save socks tent want

pretty says spoon than water

puddle scarf spring thank went

punch scary star that when

quiet school storm the win

rain seasons summer them wing

ready seldom sunny today winter





THIRD GRADE
(250 WORDS)

advice branch creatures feeding imagination

always breathe cute filled intelligent

amazing bright dangerous filmmakers island

anglerfish broken dark flashlight jail

answer cake designer flower jellyfish

answering cannot desk food job

apostrophe cardboard detect friend jog

approximately careful disappeared give join

around carefully discoveries grandchildren kept

astronauts carries distance had kick

attention cartoons earthquake ham kitten

back castles echo hamburgers lake

balloons change egg hand land

basement children endangered have listen

baskets classmates energy hay live

beautifully claw environment healthy living

beavers come everywhere hear look

before command example heat loud

bell comprehension experiments help machine

below cone expression hen magnet

better conserving face hid mail

blinking continents factories hill many

bone contractions family household mask

bounce cook feathers hurried matter

boys cookies February iced tea meat



THIRD GRADE
(250 WORDS)

meet pass sang statement Thursday

middle people save strange today

might pick says suitcases tomorrow

millions picnic scientists sunny tongue

model place sea swim touch

moon playground see table train

mountain policeman sell tail tray

muscle pollution September taste trick

name pray seven teeth tunnel

neck project shadow telephone useful

neighbors puppy sharp telescope vegetarians

nest push shelf tell wash

never question mark shelter temperature Wednesday

newborn quickly shines tent what

newspaper rabbit sled than when

next rain slept thank which

nice rectangular slow them who

octopus recycles small themselves whole

off refrigerator snail then will

orangutan reusable somebody thick wind

Oregon ring sound thing with

Pacific Ocean said spacecraft think work

pail sail spaceship thinking worried

paint sand spaghetti this writer

pan sandwiches spring through yolk





FOURTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

address blossom earthquake holiday light

adjectives bosses emotions hope listen

afraid brainy equipped horseback living

again built European icebreaker machine

allegiance cafeteria everyone identified magazine

allow caterpillar everything illness magnet

alphabetically cheetah exercising illustrate mammals

amaze Chinese expensive imagination manners

amazing comfortable fable immediately marble

Antarctica competition feast independence match

anthem conducted festival ingredients matter

anxious countries field trip interviewed mayonnaise

Arctic Circle courageous finally invitation message

arrive
crossword 

puzzle
fireworks January microphone

atmosphere crowd flashcards June might

attached curiosity float kangaroo Mother's Day

attention December freeze kicked motorcycle

autumn decide frequency kilometers mountain

auxiliary development great kind musician

avocados different gymnastics knitting mystery

away direction hammer lake near

balance beam dishwasher hear late necessary

bathing suit distance heat latitude need

beautiful downstairs heavy laughed negative

blindfolded early hide leaf neighborhood



FOURTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

night pronoun shadow sunny twitching

North Pole protect shape supervision understanding

occasion proud sharp surface unique

one hundred push shearing surprise universe

organization quietly shelter symbol useful

ornaments rattlesnake shine sympathetic usually

outside reach shopping mall tablespoon village

overweight ready sight taste volleyball

page recently smile teach wagged

paper recycling sneeze teaspoons wait

paragraph reflection snowflakes technology walking

partner reflexive solemnly terrain warn

penguins reminded sometimes texture waste

people reptiles spent thank water

picnic respect splashed themselves weather

pictures riddle splashing thick Wednesday

place rotate squeeze thin weigh

playground ruled state thought which

pledge scales statement together whole

polite scientist sticking tongue wild

pollution scrambled stomachache touch wind

population seasons subtract town writer

preposition security guard sudden traffic yolk

previously seed suggestion tunnel yourself

promise sequence sunlight twinkle yummy





FIFTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

aardvark beach consequence eventually grateful

accurate because course excavate half

adorable belongings crooner excavation harmful

aerobic beneficial cruelty exciting honored

aerospace biceps curly expedition hygiene

affiliates bilingual cushion expensive hymns

airy billboard daffodil eyebrow improve

alone biography desert eyelashes information

ancient blindfolded develop fence inseparable

anniversary bookstore dirty firefighter introduce

announcer bottom disappeared flamingo invented

antique breakfast doorknob forty investigate

applause
Buckingham 

Palace
dormouse fossil fuels irrigate

armchair building downpour fountains jealous

array businesses downstairs fourteen jeans

arteries campaign drawers furnaces joyful

artichoke capillaries earliest gallon judge

assume cartography eggplant gasoline Jupiter

auditorium century electricity gelatin justice

avenue character employee general kitchen

awful charcoal engineer genius knead

balloonist civilizations enjoyable genuine kneecap

barometer coiled erupting geography knight

basketball comic book established geological knocking

bathing suit competence eucalyptus gloves knot



FIFTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

knotted nuclear energy pronunciation screws suggestions

know numerous pyramid scruff surfboard

laughable o'clock quail scrutinize swimming pool

lawyer observations quaint skates talkative

legislature obtained quantity skeleton taught

lettuce ogre quarrel skeptical tennis racket

lightning oilier quart skirmish theater

little ointment raincoat sleigh thinking

loaf onion reasons slippery thistle

longitude organization rebellion slumber party throw

loyalty participate recipe societies toilet paper

luminous peaceful refrigerator soloist tournament

margarine philosopher relatively sphere train station

marsupial photography reliable sponsored transportation

mathematical pictures representation sprinkling trespass

mathematicians pillowcase research squabble truthful

measurement police officer responsible squall unpredictable

microscopic pollinate robbery squash vessel

mistake populate royalty steak video game

monsoon portfolio runes straggly violin

museum pray salmon straighten vocabulary

navigation precedes sanctuary strategic voice

nickel precious satellite streams volunteer

night prey scissors strengthen voyage

nighttime problem scraggly submarine wrist





SIXTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

accomplished barefoot circuit cutaneous exercise

accordion beanie clucking cymbals exhaustion

accused behavior clumsy czar exploitation

advertisement Benedictine cobblestone decadence extinction

aghast bind cochlea deforestation fertilization

amazement binoculars cockatiel delightful fictitious

ambitious bitterness cocoa deliver fisherman

amused boardwalk collection denominator foolish

amusement botanist comfortable diaphragm foreground

anthropologist breathless committed disgusting forgotten

apologizing brokenhearted committee dynamite frightening

appetizer brook conductor earmuffs frisbee

appliances bruise core echo fundraiser

appreciate budget cotton eclipse gentleman

apprentice buffalo cougar electricity geographer

aquamarines bulldozer course electron geothermal

archaeologist bungalow craftsman enamel geyser

arrangement buzzes creepy enclosure gondola

associate campfire crow encouraged gondolier

atmosphere canopy cruise enlighten goose

attachment carousel crust enthusiastic groan

attic cephalothorax cuddly equivalent grotesque

autopsy cerebellum cunning erosion grown

awesome ceremonial curled excavate grumble

banquets chandelier current exchanging hammock



SIXTH GRADE
(250 WORDS)

harmonica interesting opportunity scholarship swelling

Hawaii investigate orchestra scratched swirling

headgear Jerusalem ornaments scribbled syllable

heirloom lifeguard ostrich scuba diving thermos

herbivore loose overflow sculptor thermostat

heritage lose passengers sculpture though

hiccups magnetism pastries sketches thoughtfully

highway magnificent permission sleeker thrilled

hikers maroon pizzeria smartphone throughout

hisses mathematician poisonous spectrum town hall

Holland measurement Polish spherical tremendous

hollow mediocre pouch squawk unbelievable

hologram meows predicament startled underneath

humongous metamorphic pregnancy stirrup unexpected

humus Michelangelo prehistoric stoop unpredictable

hydrant mighty prior struck unwrapped

icicle monarchy prospective stubborn venture

igneous neighborhood proton stylish veterinarian

illegally nineteenth provide substitution wacky

illusion noticeably quarry suggested wallet

immediately nourishment radiation sunbather weightless

immigration nugget radishes supply whiskers

infantry nuisance rafting surrounded who's

innocent oddly ranger susceptible whose

insulator opossum rapids swallow witnesses




